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To Be Or Not To Be? 

That is the question

---Death (Trilogy)

• The mortality cost of political connections (RES, 2015)

• The economics of death ceilings (AEJ: Applied, 2016)

• The political economy of collective killings (in process)

---Life
The Birth of a fellow
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China’s Great Leap Forward in Science and Engineering
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China’s Great Leap Forward in Science and Engineering

• China leaped from bit player in global science 

and engineering to become 

1. the world's largest source of S&E graduates,

2. second largest spender on R&D 

3. second largest producer of scientific papers

4. the largest patent producer (WIPO, 2014). 



Problems and Issues in China Science

“China's research culture…wastes resources, corrupts 

the spirit, and stymies innovation… researchers spend 

too much time on building connections and not enough 

time attending seminars, etc etc.”

Source: Shi and Rao, Science 2010



Different Types of Misallocation

• Blatant ones: 

– In 2014, Dr. Ning Li of the Chinese Academy of 

Engineering (CAE) was convicted of 

misappropriating funds of 20 million RMB (3.17 

million USD) 

• Subtle ones: favor-seeking and favor-trading in 

selection of and/or funding

• We focus on favoritism in appointments to the 

CAE and its sister organization, the CAS, 

which are associated with prestige and 

resources



Corruption in the fellow appointment process

• Shuguang Zhang accepted US$7.5 million in 

bribes in his capacity as vice chief engineer of 

China's Ministry of Railway

• Nearly half of proceeds

were spent to attempt to

buy CAE membership

(missed by 1 vote! Zero Pubs)

● Convicted in 2014 and

now serving a suspended

death sentence



Favoritism in the CAS/CAE

• Background

– The importance of being a fellow

– Structure of CAS/CAE and fellow election 

– Measuring favoritism

• Data collection

• Regression results

• Conclusions/questions



The Chinese Academies

• CAS and CAE represent the highest honor for 
Chinese scientists

• Enjoy similar benefits to vice-minister level 
officials (e.g., access to elite hospitals)

• Given resources they control, universities are 
often willing to offer salary premia in the 
hundreds of thousands (dollars) to attract them



Resources under CAS/CAE control

• 2014 CPC budget allocated to the CAS 
“$423 million for 20 ‘strategic priority projects’ in 
areas ranging from neuroscience to studies of the 
Tibetan Plateau.”

• In addition, “megagrant” projects from the Ministry 
of Science and Technology (MOST), budget ~ 
US$8 billion, typically require CAS fellow 
recommendations (or recs from a short list of 
comparable experts, e.g., Yangtze Rive Scholars)

• Many MOST projects are administered by 
CAS/CAE fellows, e.g., 863 “National High-tech 
R&D Program” administered by Ning Li (recall from 
earlier corruption slide!)



Resources under CAS/CAE control

• Every NSF director since 1999 has been 
a CAS member; every vice-director since 
1999 has been a CAS member or party 
secretary



NSF funding following CAS election



Resources under CAS/CAE control

• Every NSF director since 1999 has been 
a CAS member; every vice-director since 
1999 has been a CAS member or party 
secretary

• Correlation between fellow headcount 
and university-level funding…

binscatter totalfunding totalfellows, 

absorb(universityid) controls(yr* faculty)



Resources under CAS/CAE control
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Resources under CAS/CAE control

• Every NSF director since 1999 has been 
a CAS member; every vice-director since 
1999 has been a CAS member or party 
secretary

• Correlation between fellow headcount 
and university funding…

If we take these estimates seriously, a 
fellow is worth ~100 million RMB in 
extra funding per year (~US$16 
million)



Favoritism in the CAS/CAE

• Background

– The importance of being a fellow

– Structure of CAS/CAE and fellow election 

– Measuring favoritism

• Data collection

• Regression results

• Conclusions/questions



CAS/CAE structure

• Organized by department:
– CAS Math and Physics; Chemistry; Biological and 

Medical Sciences; Earth Sciences; Tech Sciences, 
Info Tech

– CAE has 9 departments: Engineering Management; 
Energy and Mining Engineering

• Department composition (fellows ≥ 80 have no 
voting rights)
– 62-103 fellows below age 80 for CAS

– 35-93 fellows below age 80 for CAE



CAS selection procedure (CAE similar)

• Up to 60 new fellows selected in biennial 
elections in odd years

• Selection is done at the department-level, 
organized by its main governing body, the 
standing committee (SC)
– Comprised of 12-23 fellows, nominated and 

selected by fellows within each department

– Pre-2008: Up to 3 two-year terms, with mandatory 
1/3 turnover every 2 years

– Post-2008; Up to 2 four-year terms, with mandatory 
1/2 turnover every 4 years thereafter.



CAS selection, continued

• Nomination

• Stage 1: Written evaluations and voting

• Stage 2: In-person discussion and voting



CAS selection, continued

• Nomination: either via current fellow, or by 
current institution (vetted via ministry)

• Stage 1: Written evaluations and voting
– SC sends nominee’s packet to at least 15 current 

fellows who work in similar subfield (e.g., organic vs 
inorganic chemistry)

– Fellows mail in (a) yes-no vote; (b) written eval

– Evaluations are sent to all committee members for 
yes-no votes, candidates ranked based on # of votes

– ~60% dropped (retained candidates should 
be ≤ 2.5 x (# of slots)



CAS selection, continued

• Stage 2: Written evaluations and voting
– Presentation by 3 department members selected by 

the SC

– Two rounds of voting:
• Round 1: Winnow applicants to 1.2x available slots

• Round 2: Final vote, with top candidates (subject to 2/3 yes 
votes, 1/2 before 2006) selected as new fellows

But how to measure favoritism?



This paper: Favoritism in the CAS/CAE

Hometown Ties (Laoxiang Guanxi) between the candidate and 

the members of standing committee of each department within 

CAS/CAE 

---Hometown ties play a central role in the culture of favor-exchange 

(Guangxi) in China 
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Favoritism in the CAS/CAE

• Background

– The importance of being a fellow

– Structure of CAS/CAE and fellow election 

– Hometown ties in China

• Data collection

• Regression results

• Conclusions/questions



Hometown Ties and Guanxi

[t]he cultivation of hometown ties is part and parcel of the 

Chinese culture of establishing guanxi, or relationships of mutual 

obligation between individuals, and is therefore also an inherent part 

of the social structure in which doing business in China is embedded 

at present. 

--- anthropologist Leo Douw 

hometown ties are among the most common and distinctive bases for 

guanxi to build upon 

---Chen and Chen (2004)
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Hometown ties and guanxi

• Almost any list of guanxi /“favor-trading” 
networks implicates hometown 
connections

• Economic impact is very significant, e.g., 
~80% of printing shops in China are 
owned by entrepreneurs from the same 
city!



Influence via hometown associations

• Hometown associations, by various names, are a 
common conduit for influence-seeking and favor-
trading

• More than 5000 liaison offices of local governments 
in Beijing, a primary purpose being to “organize 
parties and meetings with high-rank central 
government officials from the same hometown” 
(The Central Commission for Discipline Inspection 
report)

• Some cities forbade the formation of hometown 
associations with express purpose of curtailing 
corruption

• In October of last year, the CPC banned hometown 
associations entirely!



Hometown ties and fellow election: example

• Mingxian Chen, a CAE candidate in 2011 (arrested 
in 2012 for corruption), was nominated by 
hometown fellow, a vice director of his CAE 
department. 

• Mr. Chen passed the first stage, but was rejected in 
the second stage after anonymous informant 
provided CAE with tip on fabricated publications

• (Came out in the case that Mr. Chen also tried to 
approach another fellow his hometown and sent 
him some gifts, which were declined.) 



What we find

1. Hometown Ties increase the probability of being elected 

successfully as a fellow at both CAS and CAE, by 36%.

--Hometown connections to non-standing committee member fellows 

have no effect on being elected (thus not because of “genius towns”)

--Hometown connections to standing committee members from other 

departments have no effect on being elected.

2. The election takes two stages: 

First stage: filtering out obviously non-qualified candidates to come 

up with a list of “formal” candidates by mailing-in votes from 

department fellows; 

Second stage: in-person meetings to cast votes where standing 

committee members chair the meeting
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What we find

--Hometown ties do not matter for the first stage, and it mainly work 

through the second stage.

3. Such an effect gets weaker after 2007 when the voting rule 

changes: Before 2007, only ½ participating votes is needed at the 

second stage for a successful election; After 2007, this threshold 

value is raised to 2/3.
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What we find

4. Alternative explanation(s)

Insider information held by the standing committee members?

---positive selection on non-connected, while not on connected 

candidates

---Why hometown ties lead to insider information about research 

quality? 

---Then it might not be affected by the 2007 rule changes

---School ties between candidates and standing committee members 

don’t matter who are supposed to have better insider information 

about candidates
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Connections to the literature

Our paper: Rent-seeking and distortions in knowledge production

1. A growing literature on the role of personal bias on resource 

allocation in scientific research. (Li (2011), Zinovyeva and 

Bagues (2015) and Durante et al (2011))

2.   Rent-seeking and resource misallocation (Murphy, Shleifer,

and Vishny (1991), Acemoglu (1995))

3. Resource misallocation in China (Young (2003). Hsieh and 

Klenow (2009), Brandt et al (2012))

4. Role of culture in exchange (Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales

(2009) and Fisman, Paravisini, and Vig (2015))

5. Distortionary effects of in-group favoritism (Burgess et al 

(2015),Mauro (1995), Olken (2006), Easterly and Levine

(2007), and Alesina and Zhuravskaya (2011))
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Favoritism in the CAS/CAE

• Background

– CAS/CAE

– Hometown ties in China

• Data collection

• Regression results

• Conclusions/questions



Data Collecting

1. Candidate list from CAS/CAE website (and before 1997, CAS 

candidate information was published at an internal journal CAS 

Bulletin)

2. Also information on first stage=1 or 0; second stage=1 or 0

3 No public info for “first” for the CAE candidates in 2001, and we got it from 

CAE.

4 CAS didn’t provide “first” information for the 2001 and also the 

2013 elections. 

---Requested info via China's freedom of information laws (“Regulation of the 

People's Republic of China on the Disclosure of Government Information,” in 

effect since May 1, 2008)  with no success.
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Data Collecting

5. Hand collect information on 4455 unique scientists (fellows and 

candidates) from official websites and also Baidu/Baike: 

--when and where they were born, 

--undergraduate institute; master program, phd program, 

--current employer, 

--a dean or even president?

--is/was a high-rank government official (Tingju Ji and above)

--H-index at the time of the election (only for candidates) from Web of 

Science Core Collection

6. From CAS official websites and Yearbooks of CAE, standing committee 

member info for each department in each election year
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Data Collecting

7. Variables

CommitteeTie: 1=Candidate has hometown tie with any of the standing 

committee members in his department

NonCommitteeTie: 1=Candidate has hometown tie with any of non-

standing committee member fellows in his department

First: 1=getting into the second stage

Second: 1=elected as a new fellow
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Summary Statistics: By Committee Ties
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Summary Statistics: By Committee Ties
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The role of CommitteeTie over time
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Table 2: Hometown Ties and Fellow Election
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Table 3: Hometown Ties and First-stage Election Outcome
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Table 4: Hometown Ties and Second-stage Election Outcome: 

Conditioning on First==1
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Summary of regression results

• Candidates with standing committee ties 

are ~36 percent more likely to be elected

• Results are largely consistent across 

estimations, samples.

• Hard to square with unobserved quality 

differences in science across cities, e.g., 

due to city FE results, placebo results, 

lack off non-committee effect

• Result derives entirely from differential 

selection in second (in-person) stage



Candidates’ quality

Two conjectures:

1. The average quality of a connected nominee will be 

lower. (Not true in data)

2. The quality of Elected candidates (conditional on the 

pool of nominees) will be lower for connected 

candidates. (True in data)
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Candidates’ quality
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Candidate quality, ties, and 2nd-stage success
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Regressional analyses on selection on quality
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Pre-post 2007 analyses
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College Tie and Employer Tie

Providing evidence on favoritism (via hometown connections) in the 

election of fellows in CAS/CAE

Comments welcome!

Thanks!
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Summary

• Evidence of favoritism dictating selection 
into scientific leadership in China

• Welfare consequences? Hard to measure 
directly, but results suggest selection of 
“type” likely to engage in favor-trading 
once a fellow

• Have the CAS/CAE cleaned up their acts? 
At least on this observable dimension…


